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FRXM?LIGH!C MEASLWEhTS OF THE DUG A?dE LONGITUDINAL STASILITY 
OF A TRANSONIC M-WING AIRCRAFT 

Free-flight tests have been made on a nxdcl of an &sing aircraft 
designed to cruise at M = I.2 with a subsonic type of flou on the wing 
surfaoes. 

Results are presented for the zero-lift drag and lon@tudindL stability 
charaoteristics over the &xh numbor range from 0.9 to 1’3. 

It i3 shown that the denign.aims have been achieved in that M evi?%ue 
of shocks in the wing root was found and that some suppression of the wing wave 
drag occurred. 

The results are compared with thooo frorr free-flight tests on a. owept- 
wing model having the same body, fin anii tailplane configuration. 
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1 INTRODUCTION - 

A fen years ago, studies undertaken by the Supersonic Transport Air~rtit 
Committee of transatlantic aircraft shoucd that a case could be made for an 
aircraft designed. to cruise ot M = 1'2 boc~uoe values of the product of lift-to- 
drag ratio and Kach number could be aches&. comparable with those obtained at 
subsonic speeds. Somo suitable aerodynarrnc layouts for such aircraft were 
proposed by Bagley'. 'Iwo principal designs were put forward, the first a 55O 
sneptback planform of aspect ratio 3'4 and be second nn I&-\-ring layout of aspect 
ratio 5 with inner panels swept forward at 55' and the cuter panels wept back 
at 55'. Both planfonns had the same gross area, 

A series of free-flight tests rias undertaken to ohook scme of the design 
principles involved. This note gives tic first results from tests on a 
symmetrical #-wing model. There are a number of aspects in which the hI-wing 
layout may have an advantage: it is possible to have a higher aspect ratio 
(5'0, say, instead of 3.4) and hence a lower drag-due-to-lift; it may be 
structurally preferable because of the elastic properties of tho M-planform and. 
because it can have a higher thickness/chord ratio; the smaller panels of the 
M-ruing may give rise to thinnor boundary layers near the trailing edge and 
hence the form drag as well as the control effectiveness may bo better. One 
further advantage, not aerodynamic but nevertheless important, is that the 
required ground clearauce of the wing tips can be achieved nith a shorter 
undercarriage than for the swept-wing aircraft. A disadvantage of the M-wing 
layout is that the number of kinks in the planform is increased, and there is 
thus a need to take special steps to maintain the isobar sneep in the two 
additional kink regions. However, this can be done by adding bodies there and 
these can be used for enginc nacelles or fuel tanks. 

This note describes the results for zero-lift drag and longitidinal 
stability near serc lift, at Mach numbers between 0.9 and 1.3 for the first 
symmetrical M-wing model, together with a comparison with some of the results 
from free-flight tests on a corresponding symmetrical swept-wing model. Further 
work on the dynamic longitudinal stability at sero lift and at poaitivo lift 
and on the drag-due-to-lift remains to be completed. 

Complementary tunnel tests on the M-wing and swept-wing configurations ,C 
were also initiated but only those on the sl,ept-wing model have been completed . 

2 DESCRIPTION OF MODELS - ---mar--s--- 

2.1 --- ----- The M-a models 

The M-wing planform chosen for these tests was of aspect ratio 5 with 
straight tapered inner panels swept forward at 55' on the quarter-chord line 
and having cuter panels vrith straight trailing edges swept back at 55" and 
curved leading edges ending in streamwise tips (Fig.16, Xef.1). The 
uncambered. aerofcil section was of 6$ thickness/chord. ratio and R.A.E.101 shape. 
Full details of the wing geometry are given in Table 2 and Fig.1. 

The model was designed to have a$ sar as possible, a comparable oonfigur- 
ation to that of the snept-wing models ' . The samo scale was cl~osen giving a 
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wing area of 3.1 sq ft and an cversll length of 00". The basic bdy shape was 
the ssme consisting of an cgivd nose and tail with a cylindrical mid-body; 
the wings were set at zero incidence relative to the body. The body nas, 
waisted dcng the Junction with the Fling and was designed by Bagley's 
niethc&5 to give a pressure distribution in tho junction at zero lift like 
the.t on the equivalent infinite sheared wing. The solid nacelles at the wing 
kinks half way along the span (q = O-5) were also waisted and the shapes were 
derived by the same method. 

The effects of the nacelles on the ning-body flow and the effects of the 
bady on the wing-nacelle flow were neglected in calculating either waisting. 
The body and nacelle ordinates are listed in Tables 3 and 4. 

A fin and tailplane nere added for experimental reasons and are not 
meant to be representative of the configuration investigated. They mere 
identical to those used on the swept-wing model in order to give the same 
contributions to the drag and stability, apart from possible differences in 
downwash effects. Both fin and tailplane were of straight-tapered planform 
with the tailplane mounted on top of the fin. A general arrangement drawing 
of the basic configuration is given in Fig.1 snd relevant mcdel data in 
Table 1. 

Two models of basicslly the same shape nerc flown. The first model 
(Model 1) was mainly intended to chock on the performance of the boost-mead 
combination, on the structural integrity of the model, and on the t-rim con- 
ditions. For economy, unwaisted body and. nacelles were fitted and the after- 
body was cylindrical forming .a blunt base since complete representation was 
not essential for these purposes. The fcrebcdy slsc was unrepresentative being 
a three-calibre cgive rather than a six-calibre cgive as on the basic design. 
The wings and tall assembly nere,hcwcver,ccrroctly represented. I.icdel 1 was &SC 
fitted with pulse rockets to provide tnc disturbances necessary for the 
stability analysis. This model is illustrated by a general arrangement drawing 
in Fig.2. On the second model (Model 2) all the features to be investigated 
were represented. 

The wings and tailplane, of both models, were manufactured by machining 
frqm solid aluminium alloy plate and were hand finished to a smooth surface 
with a tolerance on the ordinates of +O*OOj". Other components were finished 
to tclcrsncos of +0*005". 

Each model was fitted rrith a standard 4.65 MC/S telemetry set radiating 
from a slot aerial in the fin trailing edge. Data nere transtitted from 
accelerometers measuring the normal, lateral and lcngitu6inal acoelercmeters 
at tha centre of gravity and normal accelerations at a forward and aft 
station. The second modal carried thirteen pressure transducers to obtain 
the pressure distributions in the wing/body junction. 

A photograph of both models and the boost-model combination is shown in 
Fig.3. 
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2.2 _The swept-winfi models 

Since one of the objectives of these tests was to compare the performanoe 
of the M-wing models with the swept-wing models, a brief description of the 
latter is cdlsd for here; they are fully describad in Refs.2 and 3. A general 
arrangement drawing of one of the free-flight models is given in Fig& The 
body and tailplane components are the same as for the M-wing models but the 
ning is of aspect ratio 3’4, with 55' of sweepback on the straight trailing 
edge. The leading edge is also straight and swept baok at 55’ up to the half 
span position; outboard of there, it 1s parabolic giving streamwise tips. 
The particular planform nas proposed by Bagley in Ref.1. The position of the 
swept wizg on the body is such that the leading edge of its acrodynsmic mean 
ohord, c, is 41*58" aft of the nose whereas the M-iring 1s set with its 
leading edge of E at 3~.6~~ aft of the nose, a difference of some 2” or about 
0.18 & This has been allorred for when comparing the stability &zi.vatives. 

3 FLIGHT DETAILS ---eI-- 

Eaoh model was boosted to a maximum Mach number of about I.3 by a solid- 
fuel rocket-motor assembly (Pig.3c). At burp out the model separated fmm 
the boost snd continued in coasting flight while tho measurements were made 
from whioh the results were analysed. Details of the range instrumentation 
and the methods of andysis are given in Ref.6. The velocity and Mach number 
records of both Models 1 and 2 are shown in Figs.5 snd 6 and the Reynolds 
number per foot appropriate to these flight conditions is plotted against 
Naoh number in Fig.7. Node1 1 was flown at B.A.E. Larkhill and was destroyed 
after 10 seconds of flight for rang0 safety considerations; Model 2 was flown 

at R.A.E. Aberporth and there nit s no need for a premature termination of the 
flight, 

Model 1 uas flown with Its tailpl3ne set at '," positive incidence which 
sucoessfully achieved the desired trim condll,ion at zero lift; consequently the 
same tail setting sngle was used on Model 2. However, the second model trimed 
out at about +3g normd acceleration. This must have been caused by changed 
flow oonbtions over the tailplane, mainly resulting from the different af‘ter- 
body shape and perhaps by ths iiaisting of body and nacelles. The corresponding 
lift coefficient is shown in Fig.8 and the trim incidence deduced from the 
trimmed lift coefficient and tho measured lift-ourve slope is shown in Fig.!% 
The trim incidenoe was about 1.2' at supersonic speeds, dropping to zero at 
sonic speed and rising again to over 2' subsonicdljr. The signlricance of this 
trim on the zero-lift drag is discussed in Section 4.~1. 

The longitudinal stability derivatives have been obtained by the methods 
of hf.6 for the honker-excited oscillations of 1:Iodol I, Model 2 oscillated 
following the aisturbancs caused by separating from the boost and this 
oscillation has been analysed to give values at N = 1-j (Sections 4'2 and 4.3). 

4 _D_ISCUSSION OF RESULTS ---I 

Before discussing the results in detai.L It is desirable to outline the 
ObJectives of the tests rather more fully than in the Introduction. The design 
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principles involved are to maintain a subsonic type of flow over the lving 
surface, with no shock ivaves oocurrin g on the wing and thus to obtain an 
adequate performance and flight behaviour. This is more difficult to achieve 
on an N-wing than a swept wing because of the additions of the extra kinks, but 
oan be attempted by the use of nacelles at the kinks, The body shaping ana 
nacelle design are aimed at maintaining in the junctions the subsonic type of 
flop that should occur over the remainder of the wing by virtue of its planform 
ati section. Bagley1,5 has explained such facets of the design in detail and 
in &ppljilng his methods the curvature of the body and. the effects of body on 
nacelles and vice-versa have been ignored, Slnoe it is not possible in free- 
flight to visualise the flow two methods sre available for checking on the 
success of the design methods:- pressure measurements and drag measurements. 

4.1 Pressure measurements - -.-. 
Model 2 was fitted with pressure transducers measuring conditions in the 

wing-body Junction on the upper surface of the wing. 'Ihe construction of the 
model did not perdt any measurements to be taken aoross other sections of the 
wing or at the nacelles. Those in the wing root partially fsiled so no results 
from them are given, but they did confirm one aspect of the effectiveness of 
the body w&sting by showing a subsonic type of pressure distribution aoross 
the wing chord at M = l-3 downwards,i.e. there are no indications of shook 
waves on the wing root, but this does not necessarily imply that no shocks occur 
over other parts of the sting surface. The free-flight drag measurements and 
tunnel drag measurements on a similar M-wing model11 suggests that a shook is 
occurring somewhere at Ni > 1.1. As the speed fell the pressure instruments 
gave increasingly untrustworthy results and this qualitative conclusion on the 
type of flow is the only one that can safely be drawn from them. 

4.2 Zero-lift drag measurements --- --- --- 
The design method should eliminate the wave drag of the ning so a close 

examination and breakdown of the measured drag may well show how successful the 
design has been, 

The measured. drag of Model 2 is shown in Fig.lla for tho whole of the 
speed range, M = O-85 - 1'3, covered by the test. These measurements were 
obtained from both longitudinal-accelerometer data and from velooity-time 
data given by kinetheodolites. Model 1, because of its blunter nose, oylindrioal 
afterbody, unwaisted centrebody and nacelles and inferior surface finish had a 
much higher drag and was not sufficiently representative for its drag measurements 
to have any significance here and the results sre not presented, 

As mentioned in Section 3, Model 2 was not flow at zero lift; henoe the 
measured drag is not quite the zero-lift drag value. Estimates of the induced 
drag factors of I$ = 1'2 and TV = I.5 have been assumed and the increment in drag 

AcD due to lift has been evaluated from the expression 
i 

where 

AcD 
K 

i =--T 
7cAcL 

IC = 1% + $ p2 ($)2 . 
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The variation of &CD 1s shown in Fig.10 and is about 0*@005 at supersonio 
i 

speeds, zero at hi = 1 and rises to O-0011 at subsonic speeds. These corrertions 
are necessarily only approximate but show the magnitude of the effect on CD of 
the model flying at zero lift. 

Since the design methods are only concerned here with the wing, body and 
nacelles in combination the zero-lift drag is re-presented in Mg,llb as the 
measured drag minus the induced drag correctixxs from above and also with tho 
fin and tailplane contributions to the drag subtracted; so the curve shmn is 
thus the drag of the wing-body-nacelles combination. The contribution to this 
drag from skin friction is also shown, hence the difference represents the 
wave drag. The methods used for estimating the skin friction end the wave 
drags of the various components are given in (detail in Appendix 1. 

The subsonic drag level shown in Fig,llb is rather higher than the 
estimated skin friction, indicating that thers is a small amount of fcrm drag 
present, perhaps from small separations in ths waist of the body, The oversll 
acouraoy of the measurement of drag at subsonio speeds is poor, about +12$, and 
the skin friotion estimates are dependent on the looation of transition, hence 
no firm conclusion concerning form drag can bcs made. 

To facilitate comparison of the wave drag with estimates the difference 
between the skin friction and the measured drag in Fig.llb has been replotted 
in Pig.llc which is thus the measured wave drag of the wing-body-nacelle 
combination*. Ideally one would like to provide a theoretiodl estimate of this 
wave drag for oomparison but the very unusual area distribution of the oom- 
bination has prevented one being obtained, hence two alternative estimates 
which provide an upper and lower limit to the expected drag level have been 
obtained and are &so shown in Fig.llc. DetsLls of the derivation of these 
estimates are given in the Appendix. Tine upper limit taken is the sum of the 
wave drags of the individual components treated in isolation and the lower 
limit is that of the optimum body of revolution of the same overall volume and 
length as the experimental configuration, 

The measured drag lies between the two limits and shows that a very 
reasonable reduction in wave drag of the combination has been achieved from 
that of the isolated components. This reduction clearly suggests that the 
careful design of the body and nacelle naisting together with the choice of 
planform and section has orcated a lore drag combination. The present design is 

probably not the best that can be obtained but it is doubtful whether a value 
approaohing that of the equivalent Sears-IIaack body is practicable whilst 
retaining other aerodynamic features of the design. Although the design kiaoh 
number uas 1'2, it is clear that drag reduotions oocur at all the Maoh numbers 
of the test, but as the Mach number increases the riave drag inoreases towards 
the value of the separate components. 

The assessment of wave drag is now ususlly presented in terms of the nave 
drag factor $,* - the ratio of the wave drag of a configuration to that of its 

. ---------*- -- ---I 
0 A more usual approaoh is to prevent the difference betvreen the measured 
subsonic and supersonio drag levels as the wave drag, tut this has not been done 
booause of the relatively high uncertainty in the measured subsonia drag level. 

:a,:, K, = Se4 Cq./ -& 7 where CDw _ - wave drag ooeffioient, S = gross xring 

area, .t = ovsreJ.1 length, V = volume. 
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equivalent Sears-Haaok body - so this has been done in Fig.lld where the 
measured VdUe and the two theoretical "limits" sre BhoNn. The lower level 
by definition now is equsl to unity. The measured drag factor is of the 
order of 2, which is reasonable for a complete configuration including 
nacelles. Slender wings designed for higher Maoh numbers can have values of 
K less than one, but some proposed designs give vsluea of 2 and above so 
tile present design ccnbe considered better than even some slender wings 
tested and thus e moat satisfactory first attempt utilising the M-wing plsn- 
form but one nhich leaves room for possible further improvements. 

4.3 Comparison with the swept-wing model --A 

Several. slightly different versions of the swept-wing model have been 
flown to investigate the effects on the drag of body weiating designed by a 
variety of methods 3 . Configuration 4 was the nearest in design to the 
neisting of the M-wing models and results from it are used here for comparison. 
Sinoe the subsonic drag level waa not established for the swept-wing models, 
the wave drags only are considered. In Fig.12a the wave drag of the swept- 
wing body combination is shown together with the &wing results. The smept- 
ting results were obtained in a similar way to the M-ning results by 
subtraoting the estimated akin-friction drag end fin and tailplane drag from 
the measured total drag. The M-Iring valuea are roughly twice that of the 
srrept wing and they shou remarkably similar trends with Mach number. The 
Id-wing results, of oourseJ include the drag of the nacelles which probebly 
accounts for much of the apparent difference; to illustrate this the wave drag 
of the isolated nacelles has been shown on the figure subtracted from the 
M-wing results. This isolated nacelle drag xi11 not correspond to the drag 
of the nacelles as inatslled on the uing, but shows the order of magnitude 
of such drag. It is not known what the installed drag of similar nacelles 
on the swept-uing model would be; so it is not possible to ssy categorically 
that one is of loner drag than the other but the results shown in this 
figure suggest that only relatively smell differences rfill exist. 

The comparison is made again in Fig.12b in terms of Ko. A velue 
osloulated from linear theory for the swept-wing-body combination is also 
shovm. Good agreement exists but a comparable theoretical value for the 
M-wing has not been worked out, as was mentioned in Section 4.2. 

A further series of free-flight teats on the swept-wing models rrith 
naoelles is proceeding and more detailed comparison mustauait the results 
from them. 

4.4 Lift a$ pitching-moment derivatives ---- 

Measurements of the longitudinal stability derivatives of the model have 
been made to investigate the behaviour of the configuration as the Mach number 
varies through the transonio apeed range, in particular the movement of the 
aerodynamic centre, which is useful for the evaluation of trim drag penalties 
aasooiated with the M-wing planform. Also, comparison rrith the stability 
results from the swept-wing model is one of the objectives of the tests. If 
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the flow is as designed for, it should be possible to oolculate some of these 
derivatives, but no such calculations have been made; the results discussed 
here are all experimental. 

The methods of analysis used to obtain the stnbility derivatives are 
given in detail in Ref.6 but each method used is outlined briefly here. 

8 The pitohing-moment derivatives, X,/da, comas directly from the frequency 
of the short-period longitudinal oscillation of the model folloxing a disturbance. 
Results have been obtained at five Mach numbers for Model I from the pulse-rooket- 

‘ induced oscillations and at the maximum Mach number only for Model 2 from its 
separation oscillation; these are shown in Fig.13. Since the magnitude of this 
derivative depends on the centre of gravity position, the results have been 
adjusted to a common G.C. position of 40.5" rift of the nose, This pitching 
moment varies only slightly rrith Mach number one tho ngrcement between the 
results for Models 1 and 2 is good considering the geometrical differcnccs which 
exist hctween them. 

by 
The manoeuvre margin, based on the aerodynamio mean chord, E, was derived 

the food-point method using the pitching oocelordionohtainedfrom longitudindly 
displaoeci accelerometers. This is a somewhat less nocurate measurement than the 
pitchmg-moment derivative; it is typio,ally accurate to 2695. The results are 
shown in E.g.14 and the somewhat higher value for Model 2 1s probably a real. effect 
introduoed by the nacelle and body n&ding and the different afterbody shape. 
The increase in manoeuvre margin at supersonic 3peed.s must be caused by a decrease 
in the lift-curve slope since X./&c did not &on any such sudden increase. Ea 

. The lift-curve slope, XL/da, was obtaino?! from the manoeuvre margin and 
a$/&. by neglecting the term Zw m comparad with the term p, mr,, rrhioh is 
justified. because p,, the relativoqdensity, Eor a free-flight model is large - 
in this case 575 - whereas the other terms we 4.1 of order unity. Hence the 
values deduced for aC /da are an excellent 3,pprcximation to the true value. L The 
results nre shoxn in Fig.15. 

The trend w5th Mach number is very similar to that measured in tunnel 
teats" on a slightly different M-wing mohl, which had a peak in aCL/aa of 4'5 

at transonic speeds snd. a vnluc of 3.7 at low supersonic speeds, 

On the tunnel model the peak occurred at M = 0.97 whereas the present 
results showed a peak at M = 1'1. 

i Since no cciLoulstc8. values have bcon obtained for these derivatives a simple 
compnrison with similar results from the swept-Iring model test* has been made, 
These comparisons are shown in Fig.lGa,b,o. Both sets bf results have been 
oorrected to a moment reference centre at the aerodynamic mean $-chord point in 
order to Qiminate the effect of wing position on ths body, These points are 
M-wing; $ a = 42'31" aft of nose: swept-wing; & g q 44.53" aft no3e. The 
reference point in Fig.13 and 14 iias 40.5" aft nose hence the pitching-moment 
derivative and manoeuvre margin am roduoed in Irig.lGa and b. 
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Consider first the lift-curve slope, aC /da (FiC.lGc). The srrept-wing 
value varies only slody vrith Mach number anaLis lower than the M-rring through- 
out, The higher aspect; ratio of the H-wing (5 compared to 3.4) is expected to 
give a higher value of XL/k, but the illfference between the measurements, 
particularly at supersonic speeds, does not appear as great as might be 
expected, It is not known why this is so, but is possible for the composite 
planforms, such as that of .sn M-wing, that the effective aspect ratio may 
be closer to the aspect ratios of the separate panels than to that of the whole 
wing. The nacelles on the M-wing will contrlbute to the lift and may be 
responsible for the peak in the curve at M = 1'1. 

The pitching-moment derivatives, ac*ri/a a, and the manoeuvre margin 
(Figs.lGa and b) closely show that the swept-wing model was consderably more 
stable, i.e. it developed its lift further aft than the M-w&, and that the 
swept-wing exhibits a much greater rearward shift of aercdynnmic centre 
position with increasing Mach number than the H-rring. The first point is not 
of great significance since the dn, 0 position on the body 1s at the choice of 
the designer,but the shift in aerodynamic centre is much more important. If 
an aircrsft is bslanced for minimum'trim drag during the cruise a large shift 
in aerodynamic centre between subsonlc and. cruise conditions G.11 result in a 
large trim drag during subsonic operation. This feature could represent an 
important advantage for the M-wing design if this trend is confirmed from the 
further tests that are planned on the basic design model: remembering that the 
majority of the present stability results are from the unwaisted Model I. 

4.5 The dan&na derivatives 

L- 

m +m. 
The total damping-in-pitch, - Zn + -us , and the rotary component 

53 I 
of this damping (mq + m;,) s.re shown in Figs.17 end 18. The total damping is 
derived directly from the measured decay of the longitudinal short-period 
oscillations, and the rotary component is then deduced using the peasured values 
of Z,(z $ aC,/da) and the inei+ia coefficient, h. 

The total damping cZecreases slowly G.th increasing hiach number and. shows 
no oudden changes over the trsnsonic speed range, The agreement between 
Models 1 and 2 is rcasonsble and tie general level suggests that there is 
adequate damping at all speeds. 

The rotary component of the damping (mq + mi,) do08 not show such 8 
smooth variation but this dip in the Curve is a reflection of the pe& in 
acL/aa @ie.wJ. The agreement with Model 2 is still very close. 

For comparison, the svrept-dng model results' are also shown on the 
figure, The curves have not been corrected to a common centre of gravity 
position,since such a correction involves varying derivatives not meesured in 
the experiment, and. nil1 in any case be small. 

The fnct that total dempings are very much the same in both cases is 
purely fortuitous because there liere large differences in the inertia 
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coefficient i between the two models, 
3’2 for the &wing model. 

1-G for the swept wing models against 
The rotary dsmping, m + m., ahowsd large differences 

in magnitude and variation with Iiach number3 but(lthe Eeneral damping charac- 
teristics appear satisfactory for both conf?i~,urationa. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Free-flight tests have been made on twcl models of an M-wing aircraft con- 
figuration, deslgned to maintain a subsonic type of flow over the ning surfaces 
with no shook waves occurring on the wings, at speeds up to a Mach number of 1.3. 

Results on the longitudinal stability elf the configuration have been 
obtained from a simplified prelzminary model and measurement3 of the total drag 
and the wing root pressure distribution were made on a second fully represen- 
tative model. From these latter results it has proved possible to deduce that 
the design principles have been aclneved. Comparisons with results from free- 
flight tests on a swept-wing configuration designed in a similar way have been 
made. The main conclusions are:- 

(1) The pressure measurement3 in the wing root, although partxdly unsuccess- 
ful, were adequate to sho?J at the highest llach number3 that a subsonic type of 
flow was established there and that no evidence of shook uaves existed. 

(2) The zero-lxft save drac of the wing-bo?Ly-nacelle combination has been 
evaluated from the measured total drag by subtracting the contributions from 
skin friction sncl the fin and tailplane, and is shown to be lower than that of 
the sum of the wave drags of the components :~n isolation. This indicates that 
some suppression of the wing wave drag expected from the design has occurred. 
It is not possible to calculate the body and nacelle drag as installed; SO one 
cannot deduce whether all the wing wave drag was suppressed, 

(3) The wave drag factor I< is 2.4 at the tloslgn Mach number of 1'2. This is 
considered reasonably ion fog a first attempt at such a config 

Y 
ration. It is 

roughly twice that of a comparable swept-wing-body combination but the oontri- 
bution from the nucolles that are included in the M-wing drag factor 1s probably 
responsible for the ma,Jor part of this Increase. 

(4) The M-wing model has a somonhat higher lift-curve slope than the swept- 
rnng model owing to its higher aspcct ratio. The shift in aerodynsm@ centre 
position through transonlc speed3 was about 0'1 s compared with 0'2 5 for the 
swept-wing model. If subsequent tests confirm this latter result the easing of 
the problem of trimming that it implies could prove to be an important 
additional advantage of the M-wing design. 

(5) No undesirable damping characteristics in the damping-in-pitch were 
observed betuecn M = 0.95 - 1.3. 
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cD 

cL 
C m 

cs 
c 

$ 

g 

aspect ratio 

SYMB@LS ..*.-I- 

mcmentof inortirt .ibbout y-axis (slug ft*) 

gross wing span (ft) 

drag coefficient: suffices, 0,at zero lift, v,nave, i, induced 

lift ooeffioicnt 

pitohing moment coefficient 

normsl force coefficient 

local chord at station y (ft) 

aerodynamic mean chord (rt) 

acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec2) 

a"? . inerti coefficient 

WEi 

induced dreg factor (defined in Section 4.2) 

wave drag factor (see footnote to page 8) 

Maoh number 
ac 

1 -L 

1 acm - -.. 1 

2a$ 0 

angular velocity about y-axis (rad/seo) 

gross wing area (sq ft) 

velocity slang flight path (ft/seo) 

weight (lb) 

acceleratzon along the e-axis (ft/sec2) 
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SYMBOLS (-kkd.~ 
.~- me-s-- a^-” 

x,y,e Cartesian cu-ordirmks referred to axes fixed in the model, passing 
through its C.G. (x-axis &Long centre-line, y-axis lateral, z-axis 
normal) 

z” 
I acz _“.-- 
2 . 3 E 

0 v 

E a angle of incidenoe 

P ,lic- 

P air density ( slu&Y3) 

- ---.-- -- - .,- 
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APPE?JDIXl -e- 

METHODS FOR ESTIMATING TBI VARIOUS COEf'ONENTS OF THE ZERO-LIFT DRAG -,-- --- __*=a s-I 

1 SKIN-FRICTION DRAG a---- 

1.1 WiVi 

The wing friction drag rraa calculated from the ohnrta of Ref.7, assuming 
that transition ocourred at the lehding edge, which is considered moat likely 
on a wing of high aneepback (55’) at the teat Reynolds numbera (Fig.7). It has 
been suggested' that sweepback produces a reduction in akin friction, Estimates 
were made with and without this correction being applied, Heat-transfer ccn- 
ditiona appropriate to the usll at ambient temperature were assumed to apply for 
all akin-friction estimates since the model is built largely of metsla of high 
thermal conductivity and heat capaoity. This assumption should not introduce 
any significant errors as the maximum speed naa only 14.00 ft/sec and the flight 
time was leas than 30 seconds. 

1.2 Body end nacelles WI -- 

Their friction drag was computed7 for the exact netted aresa assuming 
transition occurred at a Reynolds number of 10 million on the body and at the 
ning root leading edge on the nacelles. 

1.3 Fin end tailplane 

The friction drag was estimated with and without sweepback corrections, 
again using Ref.7, assuming transition occurred at the maximum thickness point 
on the tailplone and at the forward ridge line of the fin which was of trape- 
zoidal section. 

The extent of the sweepback corrections to the akin-friction components is 
shown in Fig.lla, but in subsequent deductions of the wave drag by subtraction 
of the skin-friction from the measured total drag they have not been applied. 
This is supported by tranaonic tunnel teats on one of the arrept-wing free-flight 
models", in which no evidence of this sweep effect was found. 

2 WAVE DRAG . ----= 

2.1 !LinedJ and nacelles _ II .- ._--_--. 

The wave drags of the body and. noooller; can be estimated by linear theory 
methods if they can be considered aa soporate bodies in isolation and this has 
been done but it is unrealistic to assume that the resulting drag can be con- 
sidered as that of the body and nacelles in the presence of the wing since the 
design of the naisting of theao components is totally dependent on the presence 
of the wing. 

Present theoretioal methods are not adequate to provide an estimate of 
tho vava drag of the whole combination of wing body and nacelles r-ihich can be 

- 16 - 



Appendix 1 

compared with the measured wave drag. Two alternative approaches have been used 
in an attempt to provide a scsle by :rhich to judge the measured nave drag, The 
first was to calculate the nave drag of the equivalent optimum Sears-Haack body 
by assuming such a bo?q was of the same volume and length as the wing-body- 

The second method. consisted of oalculating the linear 
~~~~$ew~~b~~~~q'*cf each aomponent - wing, body and nacelles - considcrecl in 
isolation m-113. merely summing them. This should provide an upper limit to the 
measured wave drag which nould only be attained if the design methods had failed 
to effect any reduction in the wing nave drag. It should be emphasised that 
neither of these two estimates are expected to be representative of the aotual 
wave drag of the combination. 

2.2 Fin and tailplane -__I. 

The fin and tailplane wave drags were estimated using the charts of Ref.9 
factoring the results to take aacount of the different seotions of these 
components, since the oharts are for double n&e sections. 
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. 

Aspeot ratio 

Gross wing area 

Nett wing area 

Wing seotxon 

Geometric mean chord c 

Aerodynamic mean chord z 

Tnilplane aspeot ratio 

Tailplane area 

Tailplane section 

Fin aspect ratio 

Fin area 

Fin seotion 

Body fineness ratio 

Body frontal area 

Weight 

TABLE 1 -0 

hf0ael data -....- 

5 

3-l sq ft 

2.55 .9q ft 

R.A.E. 101 @ t/c 

0*7a7 f-t 

o-go4 ft 

' 2.4 

0.651 sq ft 

Trapezoid&t 456 t/o (mean) 

0.6 

0.736 sq ft 

TrapezoidSi 5'5% t/c (mean) 

16 

O*l$ sq ft 

Model I --- 
118 lb 

IrIodel 2 -mm 
111 lb 

C.G. position, inches af't of nose 39,395 40.4 

Inertia coefficient $ based on 5 3'249 2,620 

. 
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TABLE 2 -- 

Wing dimensions 

The curved leading edge of the outboard section of the wing is defined 
by the wing chord which is given by 

where 

y is the spenwise co-ordinate , 

The values of this exprossion exe tabulated below. 

I I tl Outer wing chord 
inches. 

0.50 
0.55 
0.60 
0.65 
0.70 
0.75 
O-80 
0.825 
0.85 
ow5 
0.90 

7.565 
7.550 
7'474 
7.368 
7.187 
6.914 
6.551 
6.309 
6.022 
5'674 
5.250 
4'842 
4.327 
3’676 
2.723 

0 

Inner wing leading edge sneepback -50' 36' 

Inner wing trailing edge sweepback -64' 5' 

Inner ving quarter chord line 
sweepbeck -55O 

Outer ning trailing edge svreepbnck +55" 
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. 

. 

istenoe aft nose 
Inches 

0 
1 
2 
2.340 

;7. 

2 

s7 
9 

10 
Ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
la 
19 
20 
21 
22 

2 
25 
26 
27 

:&I7 

37'837 
39'376 
40.916 
42.455 
43985 
43'994 
45'534 

;X; 
50'152 
51.691 
53'231 
54'755 --- 

-.-- 
Body radius 

Inches 
(circular sections) *-.--a- . . ..-.-..-- 

0 
0.266 
o-446 
o*ylo 
0.600 
o-740 
0.870 
0.994 
I.105 
1'214 
1.317 
1.416 
1'510 
1.600 
1*68G 
I.768 
I.846 
1'921 
I.993 
2'060 
2-125 
2.186 
2.242 
2.295 
2.344 
2.388 
2'427 
2.460 
2.486 
2.500 
2'500 

------ 
Ellipti ------ 

Plan ordinates --- 
2.442 
2.331 
2.188 
2*001 
1'907 
I.907 

:::;2 
2,164 
2.267 
2.366 
2,442 
2.478 ---- -- 

-m- 

I 

L 
.O 

: 

--- 

Xstance fomad bass 
Inches 

k660 
1.660 
2.660 
3.660 
4.660 
5.660 
6.660 
7.660 
8.660 
9.660 

IO-660 
Il.660 
12.660 
13.660 
14.660 
15.660 
16.660 
17.660 
<8.660 
19.660 
20.660 
21.660 
22'660 
23.660 

v-I----I 
sections - 
Elevation ordinates ----- 

2.500 
2'500 
Z-500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2'500 
2.500 
2.500 
2,500 
2.500 
2.497 ---- 



TABLE 4 

NACELLE ORDINAFS 

The nwdLle is symmetrical about its horizontal mid plane and its cross 
sections are elliptical but because the waisting profile is slightly different 
along the inboard end outboard Junctions the moss sections over the Iring 
Ohord are formed by two semi-elipses sharing a cormnon major axis but having 
different minor axes. 

x Plan ordinates Elevation ordinates 
in. aft nose --- e 

-- - 
1.310 0.30t 
2.635 0.630 
3'953 Q-839 

z;;: 
O-988 
1'230 

a-995 1'424 
10'995 1.577 
Il.995 1.632 
12'995 1.666 
13.174 I -669 
13'393 1 a669 
13.995 l-669 
15'995 i-669 
16.995 1.645 

:r ;;; 
l-594 

. 1'525 

',i: '9;: 
I.447 
t-356 

21.995 l-255 
22.995 0.616 O-616 1.144 
23.231 0.615 0,615 1'109 
23,648 0'590 0.590 I.064 
23.995 0'531 o-531 1'020 
24.995 0.171 o-171 0.889 
25'317 

O I",,,i---,-.-- 
0.839 

, 

hea tn England fo+ l/es Majesty’s Stationary Office by 
the Royal Awcraft Establrshnmt, Pambosou~h. K.f.6O.K.4. 
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a. PRELIMINARY MODEL :STABILlTYi MODEL 1 

b. DRAG MODEL ^ MODEL 2 

c. MODEL I MOUNTED ON BOOSTER 

FIG.3a, b, & c. MODELS AND BOOSTER 



WING AREA 3 lOOFT 
ASPECT RATIO 3.400 

I. I 

FIG.4. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE SWEPT-WING MODEL. 
( FROM REF. 3.) 
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FlG.6. MACH NUMBER. 
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FIG.7. REYNOLDS NUMEIER P&R FOOT. 
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FIG.8 TRIM LIFT COEFFICIENT. (MODEL 23 
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FIG. 9. TRIM INCIDENCE. (MODEL.2.) 
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FlG.10. INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT. (MODEL.2) 
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(a) MEASURED TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT 
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(b) ZERO-LIFT DRAG OF THE WING-BODY NACELLES COMBINATION. 

FIG.1 I. (a)-(d) MEASURED DRAG COEFFICIENTS. 
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(c) WING-BODY-NACELLE COMBINATION WAVE DRAG. 
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(d) ZERO-LIFT WAVE DRAG FACTOR Ko FOR THE 
WING-BODY-NACELLES COM8lNATION. 

FI G.I I(a)-(d) CONT. MEASURED DRAG COEFFICIENTS. 
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FIG.lS.LIFT-CURVE SLOPE AT ZERO INCIDENCE. 
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